
q life: with GABRIEL TABASCO
Blue Movie Model Wannabe
While I was still at University my friend Ferdinand (see Q Magazine May 2019 article) suggested I get a job starring in 
Blue Movies. ‘You clearly love showing off,’ he said, ‘why not get in touch with some producers and see?’

Having nothing better to do that summer I went online and spoke to producers. Before doing anything they wanted to see photos 
of any aspiring… ahem… actors.

The photos they wanted to see to be at least professionally-taken photos. All I had 
were photos taken on student vacations; lying naked on a lilo in a pool or being 
photographed while taking up a dare to jump into an ornate Italian fountain in my 
underwear. 

What I needed were high-quality pictures but I knew of no photographer who would 
take something a little more explicit. As a result I asked some friends if they would 
volunteer for the task. 

One of my first friends to ask was my friend MG who was completely hapless and 
hasty when taking the photos. Our first photo shoot was industrial-themed on the 
roof of his apartment building. On another occasion, we had a photo shoot in a large 
field that was covered mostly in dried weeds. The angles came out wrong. 

By far the best photo shoot I had with MG was on a beach in Crete at the end of 
summer. There, we found a quiet corner where I was able to pose. In one case I 
was on all fours in the sea. MG, who didn’t want to get wet, snapped photos of 
me from behind: my balls becoming rounded from the cold waves, dangling tightly 
above the low-lying waves. 

‘You have nice hanging balls,’ said my friend Huss when I sent him some of photos. 

A little later on, while posing on the rocks, I wore nothing but Ray-Bans and hair gel so the face shots came out as well as the body 
photos. The best photo in that series was of me leaning my arms on rocks, turning towards the camera and sticking my ass out. I 
least I thought it was the best picture. When I sent it to one producer he said: ‘the way your ass is sticking out it looks like you’re 
falling over.’ 
That wasn’t the only odd comment I got. On another occasion, on a secluded beach with the most beautiful golden-sand beaches, 
as MG took photos, I posed on rocks that were hidden just under the waves. Thrusting my ass upwards I turned towards the camera. 
The waves rushed around my ass and just over my balls and cock. I thought the photos came out quite well - my ass poking up over 
the waves - until one producer who saw the photo said ‘lots of waves around your ass. Did you fart?’ and began laughing. I never 
saw it that way until he mentioned it…

On another occasion I asked Ferdinand to take some photos. So one Thursday evening I posed on his bed. One of the best photos 
taken was me on the bed, holding my cock, as my ass was spread open. To take the photo, Ferdinand bent slightly lower than usual, 
with my hole being in the centre of the frame. I held my cock, and all I wore was a blue baseball cap turned to the side, and a facial 
expression of pleasure. 

I showed it to Norman, the male beautician I went to, who said: ‘It’s a nice picture and an almost smooth hole.’
‘What do you mean almost?’ I asked.
‘Well I can see some little tufts of hair. I could have done a better job,’ said Norman boastfully. He was a professional male beautician 
after all. 

I agreed to have my hole waxed properly by him and we turned the waxing session into a promotional event that was observed by 
guests at his studio, (see Q Magazine May 2018). Along with the event was a photoshoot, which was perhaps the horniest photos 
hoot I did. Once the waxing was complete, Norman spread my cheeks open and as we were turned towards the camera, his 
photographer snapped another couple of pictures. I sent the images to Brett, the editor of Q Magazine but he declined to publish 
them (you can email him at brett.hayhoe@qmagazine.com.au if you want to petition against his decision).



However I did share the promotion photo shoot for Norman’s event to my friend Juan while sitting outdoors at a nightclub drinking. 
Upon seeing them he laughed and gave me his running commentary on the photos.

‘This picture is hilarious. Norman looks to proud holding your ass open, as if he is saying “this guy is my bottom,” and you look so 
happy lying there, posing with a smile and with your freshly waxed asshole of display.’
‘Stop it,’ I told him. ‘You’re making me horny.’ He chuckled. ‘Is it ok if I jerk off here?’ I asked him.
‘Here? Now?’ he asked, looking around him, unsure of how I was going to do so in a public place. 
‘Sure,’ I said. 

We were upstairs on a balcony of an old house that was converted into a techno club. Other than some people leaving or entering 
the venue downstairs there was no one outside. I lowered my shorts, sat on the chair, took out my erection and began jerking off 
quickly, in case anyone appeared. Juan stood there watching and shortly afterwards took a few shots of me as well. I didn't come, 
doing it too fast and being too concerned we might be spotted. It was pent-up energy for me and a disappointment for Jose not to 
see the cum squirt out over my t-shirt.

I had another photo shoot with a burly Asian-American man in his studio in his apartment. I had just left a formal dinner so was 
dressed in a suit. He recommended I strip off but keep the suit jacket on. I posed in it as he took photos of me standing and posing, 
with my erection. He had me lean on a chair to take photos of my ass, thrusting out where he had a good view of my balls. 

‘Are you ok?’ he asked, noticing I had become quiet.
‘Yes, it’s just that… I have some precum,’ I said. 
He laughed then leaned over and noticed a thin thread of precum make its way from the tip of my erect penis reaching the floor. 
‘Don’t you feel cheap?’ asked MG one day. ‘Showing your dick and ass to people at porn auditions?’ MG had decided to become 
puritan and thought I was cheap for wanting to nude model and star in adult films.
‘Honestly, no,’ I told him. ‘I think in a way it’s empowering. You hold the person’s total attention, even if it is for a brief period. People 
like what they see, otherwise they would turn away.’ 

For this column, I needed some new photos and Brett the editor wrote to me explaining what he needed. ‘Being a glossy (online) 
publication...‘I do need some sort of picture to go with the article… no nudity though…’ Of course some nudity was acceptable I 
guessed, but the photos I had were too raunchy and Brett would not accept any willy shots. Some of the ones I had were printable 
for Q Magazine and sent those in, but I was soon running low on content that was publishable for his magazine and needed new 
ones taken.

I met some great semi-professional photographers or competent amateurs who, after I made sure I had a work-out and manscaped, 
took some great shots of me in the buff, in their studio complete with lights and a backdrop, wearing just a t-shirt, a shirt and a tie or 
posing in sports gear. Otherwise I posed in the garden in the buff or by their Jacuzzi naked or wearing bathers or a shirt. 
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